This paper presents a new decision tree learning algorithm, fuzzy min-max decision tree (FMMDT) based on fuzzy min-max neural networks. In contrast with traditional decision trees in which a single attribute is selected as the splitting test, the internal nodes of the proposed algorithm contain a fuzzy min-max neural network. In the proposed learning algorithm, the exibility inherent in the fuzzy logic and the computational eciency of the min-max neural networks are combined in the decision tree learning framework. FMMDT splits the feature space non-linearly based on multiple attributes which provides not only conceptually more insightful splits but also decision trees with smaller size and depth. The decision trees resulted from the FMMDT learning algorithm have a non-traditional architecture, which enables determining the class label of the instances as early as possible. Moreover, FMMDT creates decision trees which are interpretable by the domain expert. It is shown experimentally that the decision trees resulted from the proposed FMMDT learning algorithm achieve the highest accuracy and the lowest size and depth in comparison with C4.5, BFTree, SimpleCart and NBTree on the most commonly used UCI data sets. Moreover, the experiments reveal that FMMDT creates decision trees with stable structure.
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Introduction
Decision tree learning algorithms are one of the best algorithms in machine learning which can build high precision models from the labelled training instances eectively and eciently. In addition, the output model of the decision tree learning algorithm is interpretable by the domain expert, which is an excellent property. Nevertheless, decision trees have some drawbacks too: Decision tree learning algorithms are unstable [8, 9, 30] and are not naturally suited to continuous and numeric attributes [7] . Besides, as the nature of traditional decision trees is to divide feature space into axis-parallel regions, it is unable to model data sets with complex structures eectively and hence, the output model is very complex for such problems.
Decision trees are well-studied classication models. There are several key questions that a decision tree learning algorithm should answer, including "how to split a node?", "how to evaluate a split?", "when to stop splitting and create a leaf node?" and "how to assign the class label at the leaf nodes?". There are many related works concerning about these fundamental aspects of the decision tree learning algorithms in the literature [27, 28, 21, 18, 19, 17, 29] .
Regarding the rst question, decision tree learning algorithms can be divided into univariate and multivariate decision trees [5] . In univariate decision trees [14, 15] , a single attribute is selected as the splitting test in the internal nodes, while in the multivariate decision trees [22, 21] , a linear combination of multiple attributes is selected as the splitting test and the resulted model is usually called an oblique decision tree [23, 24, 25, 26] . Univariate trees, divide the feature space into axis-parallel regions. However in oblique decision trees, the boundaries of the regions are linear but they are not axis-parallel.
However, another approach which can not be completely described by the above two categories can be found in the literature, in which another classication model is used as the splitting test in the decision nodes [4, 1] . These approaches are similar to the multivariate trees in the property that more than one attribute is contributing in the split decision. The distinction is that in these approaches the split function is constructed by employing another classication technique, while in multivariate trees the split function is selected based on a search strategy on the space of the possible linear combinations of the attributes and evaluating the candidates employing a split measure. Such a hybrid splitting test may divide the space non-linearly based on the employed classication technique.
Combining several models or using hybrid classication models is a com-mon practice in order to overcome deciencies of a specic model. Several hybrid approaches have been suggested in the literature in which dierent classication models have been combined with decision tree learning algorithm [1, 4, 3, 2] . Neural Network Tree (NNTree) [4] is a decision tree with the non-terminal nodes containing a three layer multilayer perceptron (MLP). Support vector machines are also studied to be incorporated into decision trees [2, 20] to split the internal nodes. Fuzzy rule based decision tree (FRDT) [1] is a decision tree which employs fuzzy decision rules in the internal nodes of the decision tree. On the other hand, naive-bayes Decision Tree (NBTree) [3] is another decision tree learning algorithm with the terminal nodes containing a naive-bayes classier. In NBTree the hybrid approach is employed in the leaf nodes for assigning class label to the instances. We have proposed a decision tree learning algorithm (FMMDT), in which the internal nodes contain a data-core-based fuzzy min-max neural network [37] . As a result, the merits of the decision tree classiers and the fuzzy min-max neural networks are integrated into a hybrid model in which several shortcomings of the both classiers are alleviated. The fuzzy min-max neural network model and its challenges are discussed in section 2. However, these challenges are handled in the hierarchical structure of the proposed decision tree learning algorithm and hence, a hybrid model with several outstanding properties is achieved.
The main motivation for our research is to increase the representational power of the decision trees via having more insightful and powerful splits in the internal nodes. The splitting test in the proposed model is able to divide the feature space non-linearly based on multiple attributes and hence, it not only is able to capture the bent complex structures in the data, but also results in much smaller decision trees. In addition, the proposed splitting test not only preserves the property of comprehensibility of the resulted decision tree, but also improves the understandability of the tree.
Employing non-linear splitting tests in the internal nodes of the decision trees has been the subject of interest in some recent works [1, 6] . CSNL [6] is a decision tree learning algorithm that utilizes discriminant analysis to identify non-linear divisions that take into account the costs of misclassication. Fuzzy rule based decision tree (FRDT) [1] proposes a new architecture for a fuzzy decision tree based on employing fuzzy rules in the internal nodes in order to provide non-linear splitting tests.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the background knowledge of the fuzzy min-max neural networks which is needed for fully understanding the proposed hybrid model. In section 3, we introduce our proposed decision tree learning algorithm, FMMDT, in great details. In section 4, the evaluating experiments and their results are explained. Section 5 summarizes the main contributions of this paper and gives concluding remarks. 2 Background Knowledge: Fuzzy Min-Max Neural
Networks
In this section, we briey explain the basic concepts of the fuzzy Min-Max neural networks (FMNN) and the basic FMNN learning algorithm. Also, we will discuss about the drawbacks of this classication model and the related works. Fuzzy Min-Max Neural Network (FMNN) [31] developed by Simpson is an ecient, conceptually simple, yet powerful classication model in which each class is represented as the aggregation of some hyperboxes in the ndimensional pattern space. Each hyperbox represents a fuzzy set and hence a bigger, more representative fuzzy set would be formed by aggregating several hyperboxes to represent a class in pattern space. Figure 1(a) shows a hyperbox in 3-dimensional pattern space and gure 1(b) shows the hyperboxes created along the boundary of the two classes in a two-dimensional feature space.
A hyperbox is dened by four components: Minimum Point, Maximum Point, Membership Function and a Class Label. A hyperbox denes a region of the n-dimensional pattern space, such that all patterns contained within the hyperbox would have full class membership in the hyperbox's corresponding class and the membership of the other patterns can be calculated using hyperbox's corresponding membership function. More formally, for an n-dimensional pattern space (i.e. when the input patterns has n attributes), jth hyperbox, B j , is dened by the ordered set:
and W j = (w j1 , w j2 , · · · , w jn ) are the minimum point and the maximum point, respectively, 0 < b j (X) ≤ 1 is the membership function of the jth hyperbox and
The membership function b j (X) assigns a membership value between 0 and 1 to any input pattern. Several dierent membership functions are proposed in the literature [31] , [32] , [37] to be used in fuzzy min-max neural network based learning algorithms, which commonly share the following properties: rst, they produce the membership value equal to one for the x in points (X) that are contained within the hyperbox and second, the membership value decreases as the distance between X and the hyperbox increases. Figure 2 shows the three-layer FMNN network, in which the weights of the connections between the rst layer and the second layer represent the minimum and maximum points of the hyperboxes (e. g. V , W ) and the weights of the connections between the second layer and the third layer are binary valued determined by the class of the hyperbox, i. e. the weight of the connection between the hyperbox b j and the class node c i is 1 if b j has the class label c i and otherwise, it is 0. Many learning algorithms and architectures have been proposed to improve the performance of the FMNN [32] , [37] . General Fuzzy Min-Max neural network [32] is a generalization and extension of FMNN in which the membership function b j (X) is dened as:
where f is a two parameter ramp threshold function dened as:
in which γ is the sensitivity parameter which regulates how fast the membership decreases as the distance from the hyperbox increases.
FMNN Learning Algorithm
Learning in FMNN consists of creating hyperboxes and expanding/contracting them in a pattern space. Initially there are no hyperboxes. Given a training instance (X i , Y i ) where X i = {x 1i , x 2i , · · · , x ni } and Y i is the class label, the closest hyperbox to it which has the same class label and is expandable (if necessary) is found. If it fails to nd such a hyperbox, a new hyperbox would be created, such that the newly created hyperbox would have the same minimum and maximum points (i. e. it is actually a point) and it would be located exactly on the corresponding training instance in the pattern space (i.e. V j = W j = X i ) and it also would have the same class label as the corresponding training instance. Otherwise, the founded hyperbox would be expanded to include the instance according to Eq. (2). A hyperbox B j is expandable to include an instance X if it satises the criterion shown in Eq. (3). 
The newly created hyperboxes has the potential to be expanded (via having dierent minimum and maximum points) to include a region in the pattern space. The user dened parameter θ (0 ≤ θ ≤ 1) imposes a bound on the maximum size of a hyperbox and hence, denes how much a hyperbox is expandable. The value of θ signicantly aects the performance of the training algorithm. A large value of θ causes creation of a small number of large hyperboxes, which can cause too many incorrect classications. On the other hand, when θ is small, many unnecessary hyperboxes may be created, which decreases generalization ability of the network.
However, expanding a hyperbox may cause it to overlap with hyperboxes of the other classes. Overlapping hyperboxes are undesirable because they introduce ambiguity in class boundaries, i.e. as the overlapping hyperboxes have dierent class labels, some points in the pattern space would fully belong to two (or more) classes simultaneously. To avoid this problem, learning in FMNN includes a contraction process to eliminate undesirable overlaps between the hyperboxes. Figure 3 shows the process of contraction in which HB1 HB2 new border of overlapping hyperboxes old border of overlapping hyperboxes overlapped area area outside of both new hyperboxes Figure 3 : Contraction process to eliminate overlaps the borders of the overlapping hyperboxes is changed such that no overlap would remain between the two hyperboxes. Detailed equations for nding overlapping hyperboxes and eliminating the overlaps by contraction can be found in [32] .
For classifying an unlabelled instance, the fuzzy membership degree of it to each hyperbox is calculated. Afterwards, the fuzzy membership values are aggregated and the instances would be assigned to the class with the highest membership value.
Drawbacks and Related Works on Fuzzy Min-Max Neural Networks
The above mentioned FMNN learning algorithm has two main problems: First, it is a parametric model and its performance is highly dependant to the value of the parameter θ. Second, the contraction process can degrade its performance. It is interesting that these two problems are closely related: bigger θ causes creation of bigger hyperboxes, so there would be more overlaps and hence, more contraction is needed. In this section we explain these problems in details.
In the original paper of FMNN [31] , θ is set up by the user at the beginning of the learning process and stays the same. So for each dataset, nding the best value for this parameter demands training the network for several dierent θs and verifying the results. However, an adaptive method for determining the value of θ is also introduced [32] , which needs multiple presentations of data, such that the training starts with large θ and this value decreases (if necessary) in subsequent presentations of the data until either the minimum user-dened θ is reached or all the training data is classied correctly.
The contraction process to eliminate overlaps between hyperboxes has adverse eect on the FMNN's performance. Figure 3 shows the process of contraction in which the borders of the overlapping hyperboxes is changed such that no overlap would remain between the two hyperboxes. Note that after contraction, the overlapping area which used to belong to both hyperboxes, is divided into two pieces each belonging to only one hyperbox. Also, some areas remain unassigned and outside of both hyperboxes. This degrades the performance of the network.
To compensate this eect, newer methods are proposed in the literature which use special nodes to manage overlapping areas [37] , [33] . The FMNN with compensatory neurons [33] and data-core based FMNN classier [37] show better performance in contrast with traditional FMNN. Multi-level Fuzzy Min-Max neural network (MLF) [10] is another proposed algorithm which instead of contraction, employs smaller hyperboxes in the overlapping area to handle the problem. In other words, for each overlapped area, it trains another FMNN network with smaller θ for classifying patterns in that region. It creates a tree-structured network that works like a homogeneous classier, in which the best network is selected for classication based on its domain and position of the input instance.
There are several other works in the literature which extend or enhance the fuzzy min-max neural networks. Zhang et. al [37] have proposed a new membership function in which several parameters including the noise, the geometric center of the hyperbox (c ji = (v ji + w ji )/2) and the data core of the hyperbox (the mean value of data belonging to the hyperbox) are considered:
in which is a parameter representing noise and the ramp threshold function f (r, c) is dened as:
Gabrys [35] has proposed an agglomerative learning algorithm for general fuzzy min-max neural networks. Rizzi et. al [36] have proposed ARC and PARC as two fuzzy min-max neural network algorithms with adaptive resolution. Recently, Mohammed et. al [34] have proposed three heuristic rules which enhances the performance of the fuzzy min-max neural network. These rules enhance the fundamental components of the network, including expansion, overlap detection and contraction procedures. In this section we introduce our proposed FMMDT learning algorithm in great details.
3.1
Splitting test in the internal nodes
In FMMDT, a modied fuzzy min-max neural network is embedded in the non-terminal nodes of the decision tree. We call the modied FMNN model CLFMNN (Contraction-Less Fuzzy Min-max Neural Network). It has the following properties:
1. The learning algorithm is similar to the original FMNN learning algorithm (described in section 2.1), except that it does not include the contraction process. So, there may be some overlaps between the hyperboxes of the dierent classes. Therefore, we nd and track the overlap hyperboxes after training the network. Meanwhile, we describe each overlap area as a hyperbox with a minimum and a maximum point (e.g. the dark points on the gray area in Figure 3 ). (4) is used as the membership function of the hyerboxes. In this membership function, several parameters including the geometric center of the hyperbox and the data core of the hyperbox are considered.
The membership function dened in the equation
The CLFMNN plays two roles in FMMDT: First, it is used for nonlinearly splitting a node based on multiple attributes. As a result, the depth of the decision trees induced by FMMDT algorithm would be much less than normal univariate decision trees which divide the feature space into axis-parallel regions. Hence, an instance traverses a shorter path from the root to a leaf during the training phase and classication phase. Second, it is used for incorporating fuzzy logic in the decision tree, which provides soft decisions. In other words, rather than using a fuzzy splitting criteria (e.g. fuzzy information gain [29] ) to select a xed attribute for splitting internal nodes, which is the case in the fuzzy decision trees such as FID3 [29] , FMMDT trains a modied fuzzy min-max neural network and uses its output for splitting an internal node.
Algorithm 2 illustrates the function that is used in the internal nodes of the decision tree for deciding about the branch that an instance should be sent through. Obviously, this decision is more complicated in comparison with univariate decision trees which easily compare the value of a single attribute of the instance with the splitting test installed on the internal node. However, the decrease in the depth of the tree can compensate for this complexity.
3.2 Overall architecture Figure 4 illustrates the overall architecture of FMMDT, which is dierent from the architecture of the traditional decision trees. FMMDT learning algorithm starts growing the tree in a top down manner starting from the root node which contains all the training instances. Similar to the traditional decision tree learning algorithms, the instances in a node are partitioned recursively until all or most instances are from the same class.
In FMMDT, splitting a node is accomplished by training a CLFMNN model on the instances of the node and embedding it in the node. Moreover, splitting a node creates k child nodes, such that k = c + 1, where c is the number of classes in the training data. The rst c child nodes are leaf nodes labelled class1, class2, ..., classc, respectively and can not be partitioned further. Therefore, we call them label-leaf nodes, because they just contain a class label. The last child is a node that will contain all the instances which are located in an overlapping area and hence, can not be condently classied by the trained CLFMNN model.
As a result, some instances can be condently classied at each level of the tree and the remaining instances are sent to the next level. More concisely, if there are overlaps between the hyperboxes of the CLFMNN of a node, the separation of the instances that are located in the overlapping areas should be handled in the next level of the tree. This process continues until the stopping criteria is met. Therefore, the model built by the proposed algorithm includes several label-leaf nodes, which have a pre-dened class label and just one functional leaf node, in which a naive bayes classier determines the class label of the instance that has reached to it. Nevertheless, it is shown experimentally that decision trees which use functional leaves usually outperform decision trees which use majority vote approach for determining the class label in the leaves [3, 5] .
Meanwhile, the recently proposed hybrid fuzzy rule-based decision tree[1] has a similar architecture, in which an impure node is created at the next level of the tree for those samples that can not be classied by the fuzzy rules of the current node.
3.3
Growing the Decision Tree Algorithm 1 presents the pseudo code of FMMDT training algorithm. Decision tree structure starts with creating the root node which includes all the training instances. Decision tree grows in a top-down manner via successively partitioning the training data into subsets. To avoid overtting, the partitioning stops when the following criteria is met:
|S| < n min or n missed < |S| × q (5) in which |S| is the number of training instances in the node, n missed is the number of instances which are classied incorrectly according to the majority class criteria, n min is the split threshold, i.e. the minimum number of instances needed in the node to be splitted and q (0 ≤ q ≤ 1) is the splitting rate. In other words, the node would be a partitioned only if the total number of instances that have reached to it be greater than a specied threshold (n min ) and at least q of them be misclassied.
To partition a node (Lines 7 to 15 of Algorithm 1), a CLFMNN model (described in section 3.1) would be embedded in the node. The question arising here is how to set the value of the parameter θ in the internal nodes of the decision tree? As described in section 2.1, θ is the important parameter Algorithm 1 FMMDT Learning algorithm 1: Let F M M DT be the decision tree to be induced, initially containing a root node including all the training instances; 2: Let teta = 1; 3: Let r be the minimum permissible decrease of θ at each level; 4: Let c be the number of classes in the data set; 5: Let CurrentN ode = root; 6: while CurrentN ode does not satises the stopping criteria in Equation (5) Train a CLFMNN with θ = teta on the instances in the CurrentN ode;
Let N ewSplitter be the newly created CLFMNN model; 9: Convert CurrentN ode to an internal node, embed N ewSplitter in it; 10: 11: Create c label leaf nodes with class labels "class 1" to "class c" respectively; 12: // The last child is dedicated for instances located in the overlaps 13: Create a child node and attach it to the CurrentN ode as its last child; 14: 15: Partition the instances of the CurrentN ode according to the Algorithm 2; of the FMNN, which constraints the size of the hyperboxes. In FMMDT, the value of θ should be set such that both the volume of the overlapping regions and the number of hyperboxes be minimized. However, these two criteria are contradictory. If θ = 0 then the number of hyperboxes would be maximized (e.g. equal to the number of distinct training instances) but there would be no overlap between them. On the other hand, if θ = 1, the number of hyperboxes would be minimized (e.g. equal to the number of classes) but the volume of the overlapping regions which depends on the data set would be maximized. In FMMDT algorithm, we have approached this question inspiring from the nature of the decision tree induction algorithm. We know that the induction process of decision trees involves partitioning the instances recursively until all or most instances are from the same class. Therefore the partitioning in each node should be accomplished in such a way that helps separating the instances of the dierent classes eectively and hence, increases the purity in the child nodes. So, our approach for determining the value of θ in the FMMDT algorithm is to assign a large value (e.g. the maximum value) to it in the root node and to decrease this value in the subsequent levels adaptively.
The large value of θ at the root allows creation of large hyperboxes and hence enables it to capture the general structure of the data. If there are overlaps between the hyperboxes of the dierent classes in the root node, the separation of the instances that are located in the overlapping areas should be handled in the next level of the tree and hence, the value of θ for the next level should be adjusted such that the separation become possible and eective.
Let θ 1 be the value of θ in a node n 1 . If there are no overlaps among the hyperboxes of this node, then no instance would be sent to the next level and hence, the tree stops growing. Otherwise, the instances that are located in the overlapping areas are sent to the next node (n 2 ). If n 2 satises the stopping criteria, then the tree growing is nished, otherwise we need to determine the value of θ at n 2 (e.g. θ 2 ). it is straightforward that a value less than θ 1 is needed in the next node in order to separate the instances located in the overlapping areas, because the overlapping areas will include regions smaller than (or in the worst case, equal to) the original region. However, determining the best value for θ of the next level is not straight-forward. As a matter of fact, inducing the best decision tree is a NP-hard problem.
The proposed representation is capable of expressing any nite discretevalued function and hence, FMMDT searches a complete hypothesis space. FMMDT searches this space from simple to complex hypotheses until the stopping criteria is met. In FMMDT, we have used a best-rst search mechanism for growing the tree based on a heuristic function compliant with our proposed model. The heuristic function is dened as the minimum length of the overlaps among the hyperboxes of the CLFMNN embedded in a node over all dimensions. This heuristic function provides an estimation close to the actual cost and the value of the heuristic function would be zero in the goal state, i. e. when all the training instances are separated via a set of non-overlapping hyperboxes.
Let L 1 be the value of the heuristic function at n 1 . According to the information from the problem, setting θ 2 equal to L 1 ensures that the hyperboxes of the n 2 would be smaller than (or equal to) L 1 along each dimension and hence, the overlaps would be smaller than (or equal to) those. On the other hand, to avoid ineective splits in the cases where the L 1 is equal or very close to θ 1 , a parameter controls and ensures the minimum permissible decrease of θ for the next level.
Algorithm 2 Pseudo code of the split decision in the internal nodes of the decision tree using the embedded contraction-less fuzzy min-max neural network 1: // Input: An instance 2: // Output: The branch that the instance should be sent through 3: Let clf mnn be the CLFMNN model embeded in the node; 4: Let overlap_hbs be the array of overlap hyperboxes in the clf mnn;
5: function splitDecision(x i ) 6: for all ohb in overlap_hbs do 7: if x i is inside the ohb then 8: send x i to the last branch; return 9: end if 10: end for 11: 12: // fuzzy classication 13: Classify x i using the clf mnn and let c be the output; 14: send x i to the c th branch; return 15: end function 3.4 Splitting decision in the internal nodes Algorithm 2 illustrates the functionality that should be implemented in the internal nodes of the decision tree for deciding about the branch that an instance should be sent through. This functionality is needed in both the training phase and the classication phase for sending the instances down the tree from the root to a leaf node. There are two ways for implementing this functionality. The rst way, which is the straightforward implementation of this algorithm and is accomplished in several related works [37, 33] is to nd all the overlaps between the hyperboxes of the network (using the overlap test rules) and keep track of them in a data structure.
But we have used a simpler way for implementing this functionality, using the required properties of the fuzzy hyperbox membership functions: the degree of membership of X i for the hyperbox B j is one if X i is contained within the hyperbox B j , and the degree of membership decreases as X i moves away from the hyperbox B j . As the fuzzy membership function which we have used in the proposed CLFMNN satises the above criteria [37] and the proposed FMMDT algorithm does not care about the exact overlapping region which the instance is located in it, we have used the following approach: for deciding about the branch that an instance should be sent through, we nd the degree of membership of the instance to each class. If the instance has the degree of membership of one for more than two classes, then it is obvious that it is located in an overlapping area of two hyperboxes with dierent class labels and hence, it would be sent through the last child of the node. Otherwise, the instance would be classied as the class with the maximum degree of membership.
3.5
Time and space complexity
The time complexity here is measured in terms of the number of attributes (a), the number of training instances (n), the maximum number of created hyperboxes (h) and the maximum depth of the decision tree (d). The time complexity of creating the CLFMNN model in the internal nodes is O(ahn), regarding that it needs no contraction. Therefore, the total time complexity of creating FMMDT decision tree is O(ahnd). The time complexity of classifying an instance by the FMMDT algorithm is O(had). Nevertheless, as the internal nodes of tree are able to classify the feature space non-linearly, the depth of the resulted decision trees is far less than the depth of normal decision trees, such that in practice, it never goes beyond 10. The FMMDT algorithm requires O(2ah) memory to store the hyperboxes at each internal node. As the number of internal nodes of the tree is equal to the depth of the tree (d), the total memory required to store the decision tree model is O(2ahd). The incremental nature of the fuzzy min-max neural networks in the internal nodes of the decision tree makes it capable of being scaled to large datasets. Fuzzy min-max neural networks are incremental learning algorithms that not only need to process each training instance only once, but also they are capable of incorporating new training instances [31] . As the most expensive component of the batch decision tree learning algorithms, such as C4.5 [15] is selecting the best split test in the internal nodes, the proposed algorithm is superior to such algorithms regarding scalability, because it has replaced this component by a fast incremental algorithm.
3.6
An Illustrative Example
We have used the geometric [1] data set which is introduced in [1] to illustrate the performance of FMMDT learning algorithm. This data set is a synthetic dataset with two numerical features and two classes. Figure 5 depicts the feature space for this data set. The geometric shape of the pattern in this data set makes it a rather complicated problem for traditional axis-parallel decision trees. Figure 6 represents the FMMDT tree model induced from this dataset, along with the structure of the internal nodes. The depth of the induced FMMDT is two and hence, it has two internal nodes (FMM1 and FMM2) , two label-leaf nodes in each level and one functional leaf node. Figure 7 (a) depicts division of the feature space by the induced FMMDT model. It can be seen that there is no overlap between the hyperboxes of the FMM2 and hence, the single functional leaf node of the induced decision tree would be an empty node. This empty leaf node can be removed from the model. Here, we explain the process of inducing the above model by the FMMDT algorithm. According to algorithm 1, initially the model includes the root node containing all the training instances and the CurrentN ode is the root node. As this node does not satisfy the stopping criteria (line 6), it would be splitted (lines 7-19) as follows. First, a CLFMNN model with θ = 1 would be trained on the instances of the root node (e. g. all the training instances). As θ is equal to 1, one hyperbox per class (B11 and B12 in Figure. 6) would be created in this CLFMNN model (FMM1). Then, the root node is converted to an internal node, in which the FMM1 model is embedded. As this dataset is a two-class problem, two label-leaf nodes, labelled by class1 and class2 respectively, are created and attached to the root (line 11). In addition, another child node (line 12) would be attached to the root node which will receive all the instances which are located in the overlapping areas of the FMM1 (e.g. the instances located in the overlapping area of the B11 and B12).
Next, the CurrentN ode is set to this newly created child node (line 17) and the tree can grow further thereafter. The θ is calculated according to the lines (18) (19) . At the next iteration, as the CurrentN ode does not satisfy the stopping criteria, the above procedure is repeated again, but with the instances in the CurrentN ode and with θ = 0.22. Four hyperboxes (e.g. B21, B22, B23 and B24) would be created in the CLFMNN of this node (FMM2). As there are no overlaps between these hyberboxes, the growth of the tree would be stopped at the beginning of the next iteration. Figure 7 represents division of the feature space by FMMDT and C4.5 learning algorithms. It can be observed that the model induced by FMMDT learning algorithm is more understandable than the one induced by C4.5 algorithm. In addition, the splits made by the FMMDT learning algorithm seems more meaningful, because the splitting test has considered the value of all the attributes and the class labels. To verify the performance of the proposed algorithm, we conducted several experiments. In the following, we provide information about the experimental setup and methodology, performance metrics, the datasets used and the results obtained. All the experiments are conducted on a 1.7GHz Core i5 machine with 8 GB of main memory. Table 1 shows the datasets used in our experiments along with their specications. The rst dataset is a synthetic dataset with geometric structure used in [1] . The other data sets are the commonly used data sets in the machine learning literature obtained from the UCI [38] machine learning repository.
Data sets
Comparative Study
The experiments are done by conducting ten-fold cross validation. The reported results in the tables are the average results over ten runs of ten-fold cross validation. We have extensively used the Weka [39] framework to conduct the experiments. We have compared the performance of the proposed algorithm with several outstanding decision tree learning algorithms implemented in Weka, including C4.5 [15] , Naive Bayes Tree (NBT) [3] , Simple Cart (SC) [23] and Best First Tree (BFT) [16] . Our proposed model is implemented in C++ under Linux. All algorithms have some parameters to be tuned, which sometimes have great eects on the results. For the rival algorithms, we have set the value of the parameters to the default value in their Weka implementation. For FMMDT, we have used the following settings: γ = 4.0, q = 0.2 and r = 0.5.
The signicance of the observed dierences in the performance metrics is tested with Friedman test [12, 13] to compare multiple classiers on multiple datasets based on average ranks, as suggested by Demsar [11] . When the null hypothesis is rejected, we use the posthoc Nemenyi test [11] . Table 2 shows the total number of misclassied instances and standard deviation for the rival algorithms on twelve datasets. The results are the average results over ten runs of ten-fold cross validation. The best results are shown in bold. Comparing the average rank of the rival algorithms, we can see that FMMDT achieves the best average rank among the rival algorithms. However, comparing the average ranks with Friedman test, we obtain χ 2 F = 2.4 and F F = 0.57 with critical value 2.58 at the 0.05 critical level and so, we can not reject the null hypothesis. Therefore we can conclude that although FMMDT learning algorithm achieves the best average rank, this superiority is not statistically signicant. Table 3 shows the size of the decision trees induced by the rival algorithms and the standard deviation. The size is considered to be the total number of the nodes in the decision tree. It can be observed that the size of the decision trees induced by FMMDT is signicantly smaller than the size of the C4.5, BFT and SC trees on most datasets, which comes from the fact that the splitting tests in FMMDT are more complex decisions based on multiple attributes. However, NBT competes with FMMDT regarding the size of the tree, which comes from the fact that NBT only splits a node when the utility of splitting is signicantly better than the utility of embedding a naive-bayes classier in that node, which incurs too much computations. Meanwhile, FMMDT has the smallest tree size on seven datasets out of twelve, while NBT has the smallest size on ve datasets.
However, it should be considered that the size of decision tree for FM-MDT highly depends on the number of classes in the dataset, because the number of nodes in each level of the tree in equal to one plus the number of classes. Hence, if we just consider the non label-leaf nodes of the FMMDT decision tree (by the rationale that the label-leaf nodes can be omitted and assigning the label can be done in the corresponding internal node), then the size of a FMMDT tree would be equal to one plus the depth of that tree, which would be a much less value. Table 4 shows the depth of the decision trees induced by the rival algorithms and the standard deviation. We can observe that the depth of the decision trees induced by FMMDT learning algorithm is signicantly smaller than the depth of BFT, C4.5 and SC decision trees. However, the depth of NBT trees is again competitive because of the above mentioned reason. However, considering the depth of the tree, FMMDT is the winner on seven datasets while NBTree is the winner on ve datasets.
By investigating the results shown in the Tables 3-4 an interesting result can be obtained. The standard deviations of the size and the depth of the decision trees induced by FMMDT learning algorithm are signicantly small (they are zero in 83% of the cases). It reveals that the structure of the decision trees induced by FMMDT learning algorithm is almost stable, i. e. small changes in the training data set does not have much eect on the structure of the resulted decision trees. 5 Conclusion
In this paper we proposed a new hybrid decision tree learning algorithm based on fuzzy min-max neural networks whose splitting test divides the feature space non-linearly based on multiple attributes. The models induced by the proposed algorithm have shown to be more compact and easily interpretable by the domain expert. We evaluated the proposed algorithm experimentally on eleven commonly used UCI datasets plus one synthetic dataset. Compared to the C4.5, best rst tree, naive-bayes tree and simple cart decision tree learning algorithms, the FMMDT algorithm has exhibited better accuracy. Moreover, it has created decision trees with smaller size and depth. In addition, the results conrm the superiority of the FMMDT algorithm in creating decision trees with stable structure.
